CSE 634 DATA MINING

Students Presentations report (35pts)
Report is due during the LAST WEEK of CLASSES
Mail your PART FOUR points to TA immediately

PRESENTATION REPORT FORMAT

Your Name and ID:
Number of the Group you evaluate :
Names of Group members :
GROUP Presentation Title:

Here are FOUR PARTS of your students presentations report. Make notes during students presentations keeping in mind what you have to include in your PARTS ONE - FOUR.

The slides of the presentations will be put on the WEB as we receive them. SO PLEASE mail your presentations slides to TA and to me as soon as you deliver them.

PART ONE: Write your own general opinion about the talk, speakers, subject. Compare with at least 3 other talks.

PART TWO: Write your own short description of the content of the lecture part of the presentation.

PART THREE: Write your own short description of the content of the research part of the presentation. Write Papers Titles, Applications sources, etc... Describe them one by one.
PART FOUR: Write your own evaluation of each presentations. Give number of points for each category and write one- two comment supporting your evaluation.

LECTURE PART (40pts)
Overview, Bibliography (0- 5pts)

Connection to the class lectures (0- 5pts)

Clarity of subject presentation (0- 10pts)

Speaker Understanding of the subject (0- 5pts)

Speaker Effort to make subject accessible to others (0- 5pts)

Clarity and quality of the slides (0- 5pts)

Talk delivery (0- 5pts)

PAPER or APPLICATION PART

Paper or application one (20pts)
Source citations, connection to course subject matter (0- 5pts)

Clarity of subject presentation (0- 5pts)

Speaker Effort to make subject accessible to others (0- 5pts)

Talk delivery (0- 5pts)

Paper or application two (20pts)
Source citations, connection to course subject matter (0- 5pts)

Clarity of subject presentation (0- 5pts)
**Speaker Effort** to make subject accessible to others (0-5 pts)

**Talk delivery** (0-5 pts)

**GROUP WORK EVALUATION** (25 points) This is evaluation of the whole talk covering one period lecture time assigned to each group.

**Organization** of the talk, work division between speakers (0-5 pts)

**Collaboration** between group members and other groups covering the same subject (0-5)

**Effort put into Understanding** of the subjects of the talk (0-5 pts)

**Effort** put into making students understand the subjects (0-5 pts)

**Clarity of the talk** goals and their execution (0-5 pts)

**POINTS** (0-20) for individual group members. You have 0-20 points to distribute to each group member for their individual work.

Name 1 (0-20)

Name 2 (0-20)

Name 3 (0-20)

Name 4 (0-20)

**TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS:** (e-mail to TA)